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Abstract. Usually, people tend to use knowledge acquired with the
experience for their daily activities. Very often this knowledge is im-
plicit and highly personalized, and it is very hard to make it explicit in
information bases. Transferring knowledge to new community mem-
bers or making it available for another community is a challenging
problem. In this paper, we describe the Implicit Culture approach that
uses learning techniques to facilitate the transfer of implicit knowl-
edge and the reuse of previously accumulated experience. We briefly
describe current applications of Implicit Culture and show how it re-
lates to Experiential Reasoning.

1 Introduction

Groups, orcommunities, of people tend to assume specific behav-
iors in their daily activities. These behaviors are very often induced
by the specific knowledge acquired with the experience, and inde-
pendently of the changes, it is very important to preserve them. For
example, the process of software release should not depend on the
people currently working in the company [9]. On the other hand,
groups of agents can benefit from using knowledge of other groups.
For example, PhD students usually would use the knowledge of their
advisors about the state-of-the-art in the research field. As reported
in [6], the implicit knowledge transfer in communities of practice
is an important problem, which, unfortunately, becomes very hard
since very often knowledge is highly personalized and hardly rep-
resentable explicitly by means of information bases (knowledge is
usually embodied in the skills and the experience of the community
members).

Implicit Culture [5] deals with the problem of knowledge trans-
fer between two communities of human or artificial agents acting
in similar conditions. This problem can be also seen as the prob-
lem of transferring experience between community members. Sys-
tems for Implicit Culture Support (SICS’s) observe situations faced
by the agents and memorize which actions are adopted in these situ-
ations. This information is then analyzed using learning techniques,
which can be considered as a particular case of reasoning on data,
and the information is exploited to create suggestions for the agents
which face situations similar to those faced previously by the com-
munity members. Implicit Culture is intended to be used as a frame-
work for computer-human, or, more generally, computer-agent inter-
actions, that supports, preserves, and encourages desired behavior of
the members of communities according to the extracted knowledge.

The paper has the following structure. In Section 2, we describe
the Implicit Culture approach. Section 3 shows where it has been ap-
plied and, finally, Section 4 describes how it is related to Experiential
Reasoning.

2 Implicit Culture in short

Implicit Culture ideas have been introduced [5] as a generalization
of Collaborative Filtering [7]. Implicit Culture combines multi-agent
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systems and learning techniques (data mining or machine learning).
The main steps of the Implicit Culture approach are the following:
the behavior of a group of people in different situations is observed;
the behavior is then analyzed and some behavioral patterns are dis-
covered; patterns are used to support another (or the same) group
of people to behave similarly to the observed group. All this allows
a person to use information about others’ behavior in similar situa-
tions.

The Implicit Culture approach is implemented by Systems for Im-
plicit Culture Support (SICS’s). A SICS consists of the three mod-
ules: theobserver, which records actions and situations where the
actions are performed; theinductive module, which induces a theory
about the actions and the situations where actions are performed by
applying learning techniques to the data stored by the observer; and,
thecomposer, which analyzes observations to find similar situations
and to suggest actions consistent with the theory learnt by the induc-
tive module. The theory can represent desired patterns of behavior.

Implicit Culture is defined as the relation between two groups of
agents such that the agents belonging to a group behave consistently
with the “culture” of the agents belonging to another one [5]. Implicit
Culture takes its name from the idea of learning hidden laws of the
community behavior, its “culture”, non-obvious sequences of actions
which execution can involve the use of implicit knowledge and expe-
rience of the community members. The application of the patterns of
behaviors to the second group is also done implicitly, since agents of
the second group do not need to know anything about the first group
and its behavior.

3 Current Applications

The Implicit Culture ideas have been applied in several information
systems [2, 3, 4, 8]. For instance, the agent-based recommendation
system for supporting communities of people in searching the web is
presented in [4]. The system aims at providing support to the com-
munities of people whose web search is guided by specific interests,
e.g. related to their professional activities.

Another application of Implicit Culture is the agent-based system
that facilitates scientific publications search [2], where users interact-
ing with their personal agents produce a transfer of knowledge about
relevant publications from experts to beginners. Each personal agent
observes how publications are used and induces behavioral patterns
that are used to create more effective recommendations. Feedback
exchange allows agents to share their knowledge and virtual com-
munities of experts can be created to support novice users.

The concepts of Implicit Culture are also applied to support the
work of biologists in their laboratories [8]. Adopting this approach
the system described in the paper tries to make the knowledge,
mainly stored in biologists’ notebooks, more useful.

Finally, Implicit Culture is adopted in the system that supports pro-
grammers in choosing the design pattern suitable for the given prob-
lem [3]. Personal agents in the system produce knowledge transfer
among users, allowing for the reuse of experience in choosing de-
sign patterns.



The preliminary evaluation of the system has been performed and
the results obtained so far look promising. For the recommendation
system for web search it has been shown that the increase of commu-
nity members causes the increase of the recall of recommendations
produced by agents, keeping the precision on a rather high level. It
proves that our way of complementing search engine with sugges-
tions, produced as a result of collaboration, makes sense and allows
performing web search in a more qualitative way. As for the agent-
based system for the search of scientific publications, the experimen-
tal results obtained have proven that the SICS is able to adapt sug-
gestions to the user’s preferences.

4 Relation to Experiential Reasoning

Consistently with Case-Based Reasoning(CBR) [1], where previ-
ously experienced situations are calledcases, Implicit Culture also
operates with situations and the specific knowledge of these situa-
tions contributes to the solution of new problems. Implicit Culture
also implements one of the most important feature which makes CBR
different from other major AI approaches, namely the fact that it is
“[...]an approach to incremental, sustained learning, since a new ex-
perience is retained each time a problem has been solved, making
it immediately available for future problems[...]” [1]. The main dif-
ferences between the two approaches are the following: while CBR
solves a new problem by remembering a previous similar situation
and by reusing information and knowledge of that situation, Implicit
Culture helps to solve a problem by using information and knowl-
edge about previous similar situations, but not produces the solution
directly; in CBR, the problem is represented explicitly (the case),
while Implicit Culture does not deal with an explicit representation
of the problem, but only with the implicit information about it.

The reuse of the experience about actions performed in similar
situation makes Implicit Culture related to Experiential Reasoning.
The essential feature of our approach is that it allows to avoid acting
“from scratch”, rather it allows to exploit the knowledge about oth-
ers’ behavior in similar situations. In particular, in the application of
Implicit Culture to the selection of design patterns [3], the system of-
fers to an unexperienced programmer to describe the design problem
and provides a list of similar problems encountered previously and
solutions used. In the application of Implicit Culture to the search of
scientific publications [2], users such as novice researchers benefit
from the exchange of information about the relevance of scientific
articles, specifically, permitting to find influential papers. In the rec-
ommendation system for web search [4] community members share
the experience on using web links when performing a web search re-
lated to the specific interests of the community. All this shows that
Implicit Culture allows community members to exchange their expe-
rience, in particularly, performing the transfer of implicit knowledge.

5 Conclusion

We have described Implicit Culture — the approach dealing with the
problem of knowledge transfer in the communities of agents. The
applications of the approach in several domains are described and
the relation to Experiential Reasoning is expressed.

We are currently working on the formalization of Implicit Culture,
where we would like to synthesize our experience in developing and
using applications based on these ideas.
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